
 

Case Study: Communication with Community and the Media in Rural Canada 

 
Initiative on the New Economy 
The Initiative on the New Economy (INE) project of the Canadian Rural and Revitalization 
Foundation aims to identify elements that build community capacity in rural areas of Canada. 
In 2003, researchers performed a communication inventory at different locations around 
Canada. This case study compares results from Benito, Manitoba to the other 21 areas 
surveyed.  
 
This case study focuses on communication, one of four areas explored by the INE. Certain 
challenges—such as the difficulty some small communities face getting people motivated to 
be involved in local politics or in other volunteer roles—emphasize the importance of using 
communication as a way to mobilize a community.   Giving them more information is, ideally, a 
way of “turning residents into citizens.”  
Location 
Benito, Manitoba, is 475 km northwest of Winnipeg and had a population of 415 residents at 
the time of the 2001 Census. Benito’s main industries are logging and agriculture but most 
residents work in the nearby town of Swan River.  In Benito, residents are also employed at 
the elementary school, nursing home and other retail and service locations.1 A major concern 
in Benito is the out-migration of youth, which has left an ageing demographic with a lack of 
access to proper health care. The hope is to promote both summer and winter tourism in the 
region. Benito was chosen as the area of comparison with other communities because it had 
lagging economic outcomes, such as high unemployment and low income, but scored high in 
ability to make changes according to the INE study.  
 
Results 
Internet Access: The speed at which one connects to the Internet can limit one’s ability to use 
it to its full potential. Without adequate bandwidth, communication can be difficult. At the time 
of the research, broadband internet service was not yet available in Benito, although residents 
were confident that it would be available within three months.  
 
Access to public Internet sites is also important to a community, as it provides access to those 
who would otherwise have no alternative. Most of the 22 locations included in the study have 
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public access to Internet because of a federal government program called Community Access 
Program (CAP), which provided funding to place Internet access locations inside public areas 
like libraries and schools. Table 1 shows Benito as above average in this category, but it has a 
limited number of people using this service every week  
 
Table 1 - Public Internet Access 

 
 
Newspapers & Newsletters: A local newspaper is important to a community but newspapers 
are not very common in smaller regions:  only 27% of communities studied had a local paper 
(Table 2). This means they must rely on neighbouring communities to print a section or 
column in their newspaper about them. Benito uses the Swan River Star & Times, for 
example, as a method to distribute its local news to the community.2 
 
Table 2 - Local & Regional Newspaper 

 
 
Table 3 - Community Newsletters 
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Community newsletters are an important tool for communication but they are often produced 
infrequently. Table 3 shows that most communities have at least one newsletter, but they are 
not produced often because they are offered free of charge and written by volunteers.3 
 
Bulletin Boards, Meeting Places & Community Events: These categories involve getting 
communities together and talking in person. Bulletin boards are used to announce community 
events and are usually placed in high-traffic areas that often serve as meeting places. Benito 
once again scores fairly average in these categories, despite having no formal events 
planned (Tables 4 & 5). Most events are dinners, tea or softball games.4  
 

Table 4 - Bulletin Board Use 
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4 Ibid. 



Table 5 - Meeting Places & Events 

 
 

Lessons Learned 

Benito is doing well in developing communication tools and utilizing them: factors that 
contribute to it being considered a community with a high ability to make change. The 
community now needs to use these tools to connect with and attract business ventures to 
help develop the local economy.  By using every communications tool at their disposal, the 
residents of Benito hope to develop new relationships to revitalize their town.  As a start, 
they’re developing a new library community newsletter, that can also be used as a form of 
advertising for local businesses.5 

 

Source: Gould, Lori and Doug Ramsay. Initiative on the New Economy: Communication Tools 
and Resources in Rural Canada: A Report for Benito, Manitoba. A project of the Canadian 
Rural Revitalization Foundation (CRRF), accessed March 24th 2012, 
http://www.mta.ca/rstp/commgiveback-benito.pdf  
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About this Community Development Toolkit 
 

This community development toolkit was created by Andy Flood and Raïsa Mirza, with editorial review 
by Kelly Vodden, Gail Collins and Janelle Skeard. The toolkit was created as part of a community-
based research project undertaken by students in an undergraduate course at Memorial University, 
Department of Geography, instructed by Dr. Kelly Vodden (Geography 3350 – Community and 
Regional Planning and Development). The project was completed in partnership with the Central 
Region Community of Practice – Community Development. Using a ‘Community of Practice’ learning 
approach the project was intended to provide resources that introduce students and community 
development practitioners to several key community development and regional planning tools and 
concepts. The financial support provided by the Rural Secretariat-Executive Council and the support 
and participation of Regional Partnership Planners Linda Brett and Tanya Noble are gratefully 
acknowledged.  
 

 

 
 

 

  


